FIVE BATES PROFESSORS AID LOCAL COMMUNITY CHEST IN DRIVE TO GAIN $50,000 GOAL

Profs. Ramsdell, Carroll, Mabee, Hovey, Under Cheney Of Princeton, Sherman, From Professional Group—Huge Project

CAMPAIGN COMES TO END THIS WEEK

Chest Puts Most Of City's Affairs On Joint Board

The Chest, which is the principal fundraiser of the local Community Chest. This Anabas-Lakefield Chamber of Commerce project, is making a final appeal for funds before the end of the season.

FIRST MEETING OF STUDENT CHAIRMAN

The student board will be held to-day at the Bates Hotel by F. E. Maas, of the Student Board. There will be no money collected as the volunteer work continues.

COURAGE OF '33

Graduate Subject of Chapel Talk

Pres. Gray Lauds Fine Campus

"Out what you appear to be, and not what you are," was the keynote of the President's talk in Chapel Friday morning. Professor Chase, professor of English, read the morning exercises, and President Gray, in his address, made the points:

"Are you going to wait till you are perfect before you start?

"It is not what you are that counts, it is what you do."

Bates Debaters

To Start First Tour Oct. 20-21

Will Use Oregon Style Against Middlebury And Vermont

Middletown and Vermont will be the first opponents of the Bates Debaters, when the tournament begins tomorrow. The two teams will have the opportunity to discuss the pressing questions of the day, and the students will be given an opportunity to debate the issues as they arise in the future.

W. M. MEETING TO HEAR CONF. REPORT

The progress of the conference on the West Coast will be discussed at this meeting. The conference was held in San Francisco and was attended by representatives from all the western states. The conference was well attended and new questions were discussed.

COLLECTING TRAIN WRECK PICTURES

Is Unique Hobby of Sophomore

Sister R. M. F., of Dallas, Texas, has a hobby that is unique to her, and she has a collection of train wreck pictures that is the envy of the community. She has a large collection of pictures of trains, and she has a hobby that is unique to her. She has a collection of train wreck pictures that is the envy of the community.

STUDENT PROVIDES RADIO FOR GAME

The student will have a radio station where they are going to broadcast the game. The game will be played at home, and the student will have a radio station where they are going to broadcast the game. The game will be played at home, and the student will have a radio station where they are going to broadcast the game. The game will be played at home, and the student will have a radio station where they are going to broadcast the game.

GARNET GRID TEAM TO LEAVE FOR HANOVER ON FRIDAY FOR ENCOUNTR WITH DARTMOUTH

Harvard Uses Many Passes To Win 33-0

Work Of Bates Line Is Outstanding—Garnet Threatens Once

RALLY TO-MORROW IN LITTLE THEATER

Big Green Team Is Powerful, Has Heavy Backfield

Injuries From Harvard Game Handicap Coach Morey

By JACK REES

The Bates football team this morning passed a review of the game against Harvard, and the team is now preparing for their next game against Dartmouth. The team is now preparing for their next game against Dartmouth.
Publicity

There have been complaints about the publicity accorded to the Freshmen in the Student. This following is one of his
complaints, and is reprinted by
in the Journal, The following is one of his

Advert sing  Manager
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ANNUAL W.A.A. PLAY DAY FOR HIGH SCHOOLS, NEXT SATURDAY

Twenty Schools Invited—Program To Consist Of Campus Tour, Games, And Model A. A. Board.

Ruth Frye '36, Chairman

Cross-Country Squad Has First Trials of Year

Capt. Bob Butler Takes First—Drake And Malloy Follow

The Bates cross-country team met in the first time last year and the first time this year to decide the team for the week, Messenger College, at Presque Isle, Maine, Oct. 30.

The cross-country manager will choose from among the three runners who ran last week—Bob Butler, Drake, and Bob Malloy.

New Courses of Study To Cover Varied Fields

Prof. Kendall, Whitehorn, Bertholet, In Charge

Four new courses have been added to the Bates curriculum this year, bringing the total number to 14. The courses are in the direction of the physical education in their own right.

The new program includes courses in physical education, including swimming, the new course in history, and a new course in art.

Dr. Herman Lu Shows Progress Made by Chinese

Importance of Student Stressed by Noted Educator

Doctor Herman Lu, of the University of Illinois, delivered a series of lectures last week and Wednesday in the Alumni Gymnasium.

Dr. Lu referred to the war clouds forming, particularly did Dr. Lu emphasize the importance of the student. The college students have been per-

Nature’s Gift to LUCKY SMOKERS

Always the finest tobacco
Always the finest workmanship
ALWAYS LUCKY STRIKE Cigarettes

The Cream of the Crop

It’s not by accident that Luckies draw so easily, burn so evenly. For each and every Lucky is fully packed—filled to the brim with sweet, ripe, mellow Turkish and Domestic tobaccos. Round, firm—no loose ends. That’s why Luckies are so smooth.

"it’s toasted"
FOR THROAT PROTECTION—FOR BETTER TASTE
Do you remember ...

...all of the claims that have been made about smoking tobacco—how it was that one was this and that one was that?

After all, what you want to know when you get a thing for a certain purpose is...

"Was it made for that?"

Granger is made of White Burley—the kind of leaf tobacco that's best for pipe!

And old man Wellman, who taught how to make Granger, knew how.

Granger is made to smoke in a pipe—and folks seem to like it.